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About ELITE
Alessio Michele Muciaccia, CEO
"Every company cannot escape being an integral part of its economic fabric which is composed of all its of stakeholders. The ELITE project, is in
our opinion a representation of one of the greatest expressions of the ability to create value and networking along with its main role, that of
bringing our company to a more mature market capital which is structured to be the fulcrum to fuel our growth."

Strengths
Green Transport Solution
A personalized approach to customers in terms of flexibility, reliability and speed of execution
A consolidated and efficient European logistics network

Company overview
The history of the GTS Group has its roots in 1977, when the Muciaccia family courageously faced the entrepreneurial challenge of creating a
transport business. Since the beginning close attention has been paid to the broader audience of customers while trying to provide the best
transportation service based on intermodal road + rail. The departure of the first national train from Bari to Naples dates back to 1992, and in 2007
the first international train to Manchester.
The company's mission has always been to pinpoint and provide the best solutions to its customers for intermodal transport based on the "green"
concept, through the use of a business model stipulated on high technological standards whilst respecting the environment. The GTS Group has
always been committed to the development of transport systems which are both environmentally and socially acceptable. The relentless pursuit of
virtuous processes which are able to transform the negative externalities of road transport into efficiency and value in rail transport has always
been at the forefront.
Since those years GTS has witnessed a major growth trend that today boasts 8 electric locomotives, over 2,500 swap bodies / containers, 130
employees and annual revenue of 70 million euros.

Products / services / business lines
Freight transport services om behalf of third parties, in the main European and Mediterranean countries;
Terminal to terminal transport services;
Rail traction services in the Italian eand Swiss territory;
Services of training, management and maintenance of competences in the railway sector;
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